In process-aware information systems (PAISs), usually, different user groups have distinguished perspectives on the business processes supported and on related business data. Hence, personalized views and proper abstractions on these business processes are needed. However, existing PAISs do not provide adequate mechanisms for creating and visualizing process views and process model abstractions. Usually, process models are displayed to users in exactly the same way as originally modeled. This paper presents a flexible approach for creating personalized views based on parameterizable operations. Respective view creation operations can be flexibly composed to either hide non-relevant process information or to abstract it. Depending on the parameterization of the selected view creation operations, one obtains process views with more or less relaxed properties, e.g., regarding the degree of information loss or the soundness of the resulting model abstractions. Altogether, the realized view concept allows for a more flexible abstraction and visualization of large business process models satisfying the needs of different user groups. 
Hence, providing personalized process views is a much needed PAIS feature. Several approaches for creating process model abstractions based on process views have been proposed [8, 9] . However, none of them provide parametrizable operations to assist users in easily creating or changing process views. Furthermore, existing approaches do not consider another fundamental aspect of flexible PAISs: change and evolution [1, 2] . More precisely, it is not possible to change a large process model through editing or updating one of its view-based abstractions.
In the proView 2 project, we address these challenges in an integrated and consistent way by supporting the creation and visualization of process views as well as enabling users to change a process model through updates of a related process view. In this context, all other views associated with the changed process model need to be migrated to the new model version as well. Besides view-based abstractions and changes, proView allows for alternative process model appearances (e.g., tree-, form-, and diagram-based representation) as well as interaction techniques (e.g., gesture-vs. menu-based) [10, 11, 12, 13] . Note that the proView project extends previous results from our Proviado project [14, 15] by providing sophisticated change features and process visualizations. Our overall goal is to enable domain experts to "understand" and "interact" with the (executable) process models they are involved in. Figure 2 gives an overview of the proView framework: A business process is captured and represented through a Central Process Model (CPM). In addition, for a particular CPM, so-called creation sets (CS) are defined. Each creation set specifies the schema and appearance of a particular process view. For defining, visualizing, and updating process views, the proView framework provides engines for visualization, change, and execution & monitoring.
The visualization engine generates a process view based on a given CPM and the information maintained in a creation set CS, i.e., the CPM schema is transformed to the view schema by applying the corresponding view creation operations specified in CS (Step 5 ). Afterwards, the resulting view schema is simplified by applying well-defined refactoring operations (Step 6 ). Finally, Step 7 customizes the visual appearance of the view, e.g., creating a tree-, form-, or activity-based appearance [10, 14] .
When a user updates a view schema, the change engine is triggered (Step 1 -4 ) , which updates the process schema of underlying CPM and updates all associated process views. [16] gives detailed insights into the proView architecture and the view update operations based on which business process models can be changed through updating process views. This paper focuses on the parameterizable visualization engine component (cf. Figure 2) , i.e., on the provision of a flexible and parameterizable component for creating process views and process model abstractions, respectively. Such a component must cover a variety of use cases. For example, it should be possible to create views only containing activities the current user is involved in or only showing non-completed process regions. As another example consider executable process models, which often contain techni-cal activities (e.g., data transformation steps) to be excluded from visualization. Finally, selected process nodes may have to be hidden or aggregated to meet confidentiality needs [17] .
The proView framework allows creating respective process views based on well-defined, parameterizable view operations. These rely on both graph reduction and graph aggregation techniques. While the former can be used to remove nodes from a process model, the latter are applied to abstract from certain process information (e.g., aggregating several activities to one abstract node). Additionally, proView supports the flexible composition of basic view operations to realize more sophisticated process model abstractions. The basic idea of creating process views has been already sketched in the context of Proviado [15, 18] . In this paper, we introduce more advanced view operations and their formal properties. Further, we outline their implementation. Finally, we combine elementary view creation operations enabling parameterizable high-level view operations. Section 2 gives background information required to understand this paper. Section 3 introduces the formal foundations of parameterizable process views. Section 4 gives insights into practical issues and presents more complex examples for defining and creating process views. Section 5 presents the proof-of-concept prototype and a first validation we conducted. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes with a summary.
BACKGROUNDS
Each process is represented by a process schema consisting of process nodes and the control flow between them (cf. Figure 3 ). For control flow modeling, control gateways (e.g., ANDsplit, XORsplit) and control edges are used.
Definition 1 (Process Schema):
A process schema is defined by a tuple P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) where:
• N is a set of process nodes, • E ⊂ N × N is a precedence relation (notation: e = (nsrc, n dest ) ∈ E), • EC : E → Conds ∪ {True} assigns optionally transition conditions to control edges, • N T : N → {Activity, AN Dsplit, AN Djoin, ORsplit, ORjoin, XORsplit, XORjoin} assigns to each n ∈ N a node type N T (n); N is divided into disjoint sets of activity nodes A (N T = Activity) and gateways S (N T = Activity).
• ET : E → {ControlEdge, LoopEdge} assigns a type ET (e) to each edge e ∈ E. Note that this definition focuses on the control flow perspective. In particular, it can be applied to existing activityoriented modeling languages (e.g., BPMN). Additional, view creation operations specifically addressing the data flow are presented in [19] . Furthermore, the handling of loop structures is described [20] . We assume that a process schema has one start and one end node. Further, it has to be connected; i.e., each activity can be reached from the start node, and from each activity the end node is reachable. Finally, branches may be arbitrarily nested, but must be safe (e.g., a branch following a XORsplit must not merge with an AN Djoin).
Definition 2 (SESE): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema and let X ⊆ N be a subset of activity nodes. The subgraph P induced by X is called SESE (Single Entry Single Exit) fragment iff P is connected and has exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge connecting it with P. If P has no preceding (succeeding) nodes, P has only one outgoing (incoming) edge.
Based on a process schema P , related process instances can be created and executed at run-time. Regarding the process instance from Figure 3 , for example, activities A and B are completed, C is activated (i.e., offered as work items in user worklists), H is running, and K is skipped (i.e., is not executed). Generally, a large number of process instances might run on a given process schema.
Definition 3 (Process Instance): A process instance I is defined by a tuple (P, N S, H) where
• P denotes the process schema on which I is running,
• N S : N → ExecutionStates := {N otActivated, Acti− vated, Running, Skipped, Completed} describes the execution state of each node n ∈ N ,
• H = e1, . . . , en denotes the execution history of I where each entry e k is related either to the start or completion of a particular process activity.
For an activity n ∈ N with N S(n) ∈ {Activated, Running}, all preceding activities either must be in state Completed or Skipped, and all succeeding activities must be in state N otActivated. Further, there is a path π from the start node to n with N S(n ) = Completed ∀n ∈ π. 
FUNDAMENTALS ON VIEW CREATION
We first introduce basic view creation operations and reason about the properties of the resulting process view schemas. As first example consider the process schema from Figure 4a .
Assume that each of the activity sets {A, B}, {H, I, J, K, L, M }, and {T, U, V } shall be aggregated, i.e., the process fragments induced by the respective activity set shall be replaced by one abstract activity. Further, assume that activity sets {E, F, G} and {R, S} shall be hidden from the user. Figure 4b shows a possible process view resulting from respective process model aggregations and reductions. Generally, process views exhibit an information loss when compared to the original process (i.e., central process model (CPM)). As important requirement, view creation operations should have a precise semantics and be applicable to both process schemas and instances. Further, it should be possible to remove process nodes (i.e., reduction) or to replace them by abstracted ones (i.e., aggregation). When creating process views, it is fundamental to preserve the structure of non-affected process regions. Finally, the effects of view creation operations should be parameterizable to meet application needs best and to be able to control the degree of information loss in a flexible manner.
We first give an abstract definition of a process view. Note that the concrete properties of such a view depend on the view operations applied and their parameterization as specified in a respective creation set (CS).
Definition 4 (Process View): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema (i.e., central process model) with activity set A ⊆ N . Then: A process view on P is a process schema V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET ) whose activity set A ⊆ N can be derived from P by reducing and aggregating activities from A ⊆ N . Formally:
• AU = A ∩ A denotes the set of activities present in both P and V (P ), • AD = A \ A denotes the set of activities present in P , but not in V (P ); i.e., reduced or aggregated activities: AD ≡ AggrN odes ∪ RedN odes • AN = A \ A denotes the set of activities present in V (P ), but not in P . Each a ∈ AN is an abstract activity aggregating a set of activities from A: 
Creating Process Views Based on Schema Reduction
Any view management component should be able to remove activities in a process schema. For example, this is required to hide irrelevant or confidential process details from a particular user group. For this purpose, proView provides an elementary reduction operation (cf. Figure 5b) . Based on it, higher-level reduction operations for hiding a set of activities are realized. Reduction of an activity (i.e., RedActivity) is realized by removing its node together with its incoming/outgoing edges from the process schema. Then, a new control edge is inserted between the predecessor and successor of the removed activity (cf. Figure 5b) . For reducing activity sets, the single-aspect view operation ReduceCF is provided. Single-aspect operations focus on elements of one particular process aspect. Reduction is performed stepwise, i.e., for all activities to be removed, operation RedActivity is applied (cf. Figure 5a) .
RedActivity ( Note, the algorithms we apply are context-free and may introduce unnecessary process elements (e.g., empty branches).
Respective elements are purged afterwards by applying welldefined, behaviour-preserving refactoring rules to the created view schema [21] . For example, when reducing a complete branch of a parallel branching, the resulting control edge may be removed as well (cf. Figure 5d ). In case of an XOR-/OR-branching, however, the empty path (i.e., control edge) needs to be preserved. Otherwise an inconsistent schema would result (cf. Figure 5b) . Similarly, when applying simplification rules to XOR-/OR-branches, respective transition conditions must be recalculated (cf. Figure 5c ). Note that any reduction of activities is accompanied by an information loss, while preserving the structure of the nonreduced schema parts, i.e., the activities present in both the process and the process view schema. The latter can be expressed using the notion of order preservation. For this, we introduce partial order relation (⊆ N × N ) on a process schema P with n1 n2 ⇔ ∃ path π in P from n1 to n2.
Definition 5 (Order-Preserving Views): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema with activity set A ⊆ N and let V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET ) be a view on P with activity set A ⊆ N . Then: V (P ) is called orderpreserving iff ∀n1, n2 ∈ A with n1 = n2 and n1 n2 :
This property expresses that the order of two activities in a process schema must not be reversed in a corresponding view. Obviously, the reduction operations depicted in Figure 5ab are order preserving. Generally, this property is fundamental for ensuring the integrity of process schemas and related view schemas. A stronger notion is provided by Definition 6. As we will see later, in comparison to Figure 5ab there are view operations which do not comply with Definition 6.
Definition 6 (Strong Order-Preserving Views): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema with activity set A ⊆ N and let V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET ) be a corresponding view with A ⊆ N . Then: V (P ) is strong orderpreserving iff ∀n1, n2 ∈ A with n1 = n2 and n1 n2 :
Creating Process Views Based on Schema Aggregation
The aggregation operation allows merging a set of activities into one abstracted activity. Depending on the structure of the subgraph induced by the respective activities, different schema transformations have to be applied. In particular, the aggregation of non-connected activities necessitates a more complex restructuring of the original process schema. Figure 6 shows the elementary operations provided for creating aggregated views. The depicted operations follow the policy to substitute the activities in-place by an abstract node (if possible), while ensuring properly orderpreservation (cf. Definition 5). Note that in-place substitution is always possible when aggregating a SESE fragment (cf. Definition 2). If none of the operations from Figure 6ade can be applied, in turn, AggrAddBranch (cf. Figure 6b ) is used. It identifies the nearest common ancestor and successor of all the activities to be aggregated and adds a new branch between them (cf. Figure 6b) . Alternatively, aggregation of non-connected activities can be handled by applying elementary operations of type AggrSESE (cf. Section 4). Finally, when aggregating activities directly following a split node, there exist two alternatives (cf. Figure 6e ): the first one aggregates activities applying AggrAddBranch, the second one shifts activities to the position preceding the split node (i.e., AggrShiftOut). Except AggrAddBranch, the presented operations are strongly order-preserving (cf. Definition 6). However, AggrAddBranch violates this property. For example, in Figure 6b , order relation D E can not be preserved when applying this operation.
Definition 7 (Dependency Set): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema with activity set A ⊆ N . Then: DP = {(n1, n2) ∈ A × A|n1 n2} is denoted as dependency set reflecting all direct and transitive control flow dependencies between any two activities.
We are interested in the relation between the dependency set of a process schema and a related view schema. For this purpose, let DP be the dependency set of P and D V (P ) be the de- pendency set of view V (P ). We further introduce a projection of the dependencies from V (P ) on P denoted as D V (P ) . The latter can be derived by substituting the dependencies of the abstract activities by the ones of the original activities. As example consider AggrShiftOut in Figure 6e . We ob-
, (E, F )} holds. As one can see, D V (P ) contains additional dependencies. We denote this property as dependency-generating.
Calculation of D V (P ) : For n1 ∈ AN , n2 ∈ A : remove all (n1, n2) ∈ D V (P ) ; insert {(n, n2)|n ∈ aggr −1 (n1)} instead (analogously for n2 ∈ AN ); finally insert the dependencies between AggrN odes, i.e., DP [AggrN odes] = {d = (n1, n2) ∈ DP |n1 ∈ AggrN odes ∧ n2 ∈ AggrN odes} Now we can classify effects on the dependencies between activities when building a view.
Definition 8 (Dependency Relations): Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema and V (P ) be a corresponding view schema. Let further DP and D V (P ) be the dependency sets as defined above. Then:
• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-erasing iff there are dependency relations in DP not existing in D V (P ) anymore.
• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-generating iff D V (P ) contains dependency relations not existing in DP .
• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-preserving iff it is neither dependency-erasing nor dependency-generating.
Generally, reduction operations are dependency-erasing. When aggregating activities, however, there exist elementary operations of all three types. In Figure 6 , for example, AggrSESE is dependency-preserving, while AggrAddBranch is dependency-erasing since (B, C) / ∈ D V (P ) holds. Finally, AggrShiftOut is dependency-generating: (B, E) ∈ D V (P ) . Theorem 1 expresses the relation between dependency properties (cf. Definition 8) and order-preservation property (cf. Definition 5).
Theorem 1: Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema and let V (P ) be a corresponding view. Then:
is not strong order-preserving ii) V (P ) is dependency-preserving ⇒ V (P ) is strong order-preserving
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the definition of the properties and dependency sets.
Proof : Let P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) be a process schema and V (P ) be a corresponding process view. Then: To conclude, we have presented a set of elementary aggregation operations. Each of them fits to a specific ordering of the activities to be aggregated. In Section 4.1 we combine these operations into more complex ones utilizing the discussed properties. Furthermore, this section has focused on the control flow schema of a process view. Generally, additional process aspects must be covered, including data elements, data flow, and process attributes (cf. Section 3.4) as defined for the different process elements (e.g., activities or data elements). When creating a process view, proView considers these aspects as well. Regarding data elements, for instance, Figure 7a shows an example of a simple aggregation; in this example, data edges connecting activities with data elements are re-linked when aggregating {B, C, D, E} in order to preserve a valid model. More details about view operations covering the data flow perspective and corresponding correctness issues are discussed in [19] . 
Applying Views to Process Instances
So far, we have only considered views on process schemas. This section additionally introduces views on process instances (cf. Definition 3). When creating respective instance views their execution state (i.e., states of concrete and abstract activities) must be determined and the trace relating to the instance view logically needs to be adapted. Examples are depicted in Figure 8a (reduction) and Figure 8b (aggregation). Function V N S then calculates the state of an abstract activity based on the states of the aggregated activities.
Definition 9 (View on Process Instance): Let I = (P, N S, H) be an instance of schema P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) and V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET ) be a view on P with corresponding aggregation and reduction sets AggrN odes and RedN odes (cf. Definition 4). Then: V (I) on I is a tuple (V (P ), N S , H ) with:
• N S : N → ExecutionStates with N S (n ) = V N S(V N ode −1 (n )) assigns to each view activity a corresponding execution state.
• H is the reduced/aggregated history of the instance.
It is derived from H by (1) removing all entries ei related to activities in RedN odes and (2) for all j: replacing the first (last) occurrence of a start event (end event) of activities in AggrN odesj and remove the remaining start (end) events. Examples are depicted in Figure 8 . Figure 8c shows the scenario from Figure 6e with execution states added. Note that applying AggrShiftOut yields an inconsistent state as two subsequent activities are in state Running.
Definition 10 (State Consistency): Let I = (P, N S, H) be a process instance and let V (I) be a corresponding view on I. Then:
• V (I) is strong state-consistent iff for all paths π (cf. Section 2) in V (I) from start to end, and not containing activities in state Skipped, there exists exactly one activity in state Activated or Running.
• V (I) is state-consistent iff for all paths π in V (I) from start to end and not containing activities in state Skipped, there does not exist more than one activity in state Activated or Running.
As indicated in Figure 8a , reducing activities from a process instance may result in a "gap" during instance execution, if no activity is in state Running or Activated. Hence, reduction is not strong state-consistent. Theorem 2 shows how state inconsistency is correlated with dependency relations (cf. Definition 8):
Theorem 2: Let I be a process instance and V (I) a corresponding view. V (I) is dependency-generating ⇒ V (I) is not state-consistent.
Proof: Let I = (P, N S, H) be a process instance of process P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET ) and V (I) = (V (P ), N S , H ) be a view on I with V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET ) being dependency-generating. Then, there exists n 1 , n 2 ∈ N in V which generates a dependency, i.e., n 1 n 2 . Let n1 = V N ode −1 (n 1 ) ∈ N and n2 = V N ode −1 (n 2 ) ∈ N . Then: n1 n2. Further there are two paths in P from start to end containing n1 and n2. Therefore, there exists a state of instance I with N S(n1) = Running and N S(n2) = Running. Thus, N S(n 1 ) = Running and N S(n 2 ) = Running. Since there is a path from start to end in V (P ), containing both n 1 and n 2 , the claim follows.
Theorem 2 shows that AggrShiftOut always causes an inconsistent execution state, whereas the application of operation AggrAddBranch maintains a consistent state. Concerning the process instances, proView allows aggregating collections of them; i.e., multiple instances of the same process schema may be condensed to an aggregated one in order to provide abstracted information regarding their progress or key performance data.
View Operations Affecting Attributes of Process Elements
Process nodes are not elementary, but constitute complex objects comprising various process attributes (e.g., attributes of an activity may be cost, start time, and end time). In Figure 9 , activities A, B, and C are aggregated into an abstracted activity ABC. When applying this aggregation, related attributes must be aggregated as well. For this purpose, proView provides transformation functions, which may be applied to aggregate attributes, e.g., function CON-CAT allows concatenating the name of aggregated activities. Figure 9 . Aggregation of Attributes
Generally, there exist two application scenarios in which transformation functions are applied to process attributes:
• AS1 (Integrated): Transformation functions are integrated with view creation operations (as indicated in Figure 9 ). This scenario is particularly relevant for aggregation operations.
• AS2 (Stand-Alone): Transformation functions are applied to aggregate or reduce selected process attributes in the respective process view.
To discuss the application of transformation functions, Definition 1 has to be enriched with attributes.
Definition 11 (Process Schema with Attributes): A process schema is defined by a tuple P = (N, E, EC, N T, ET, attr, val) with:
• N, E, EC, N T, ET as defined in Definition 1 and A the set of supported attributes.
• attr : N ∪ E → AS assigns to each process element a corresponding attribute set AS ⊆ A.
• val : (N ∪ E) × AS → valueDomain(AS) assigns to an attribute a ∈ AS of process element n ∈ (N ∪ E) a respective value:
val(n, a) = value of a, a ∈ attr(n) null, a ∈ attr(n)
Accordingly, a process view with attributes is denoted as V (P ) = (N , E , EC , N T , ET , attr , val ). Further, A.x denotes process attribute x of process node A.
In the context of a process schema, attributes may be grouped into four categories:
• C1 (Activity State): This category includes process attribute VNS representing the execution state of a process node (cf. Section 3.3).
• C2 (Default Attributes): This category represents default attributes that are common to all process nodes. For example, each process node comprises attributes describing its name, start, and end time.
• C3 (Type-specific Attributes): This category comprises all process attributes, which are only available for a specific type of process node (e.g., activity or data element). Attribute cost, for example, is only available for activities, but is undefined for gateways.
• C4 (Other Attributes): This category comprises all process attributes not available for all occurrences of a specific type of process node. For example, process attribute personnel cost may be only available for activities executed by a human resource.
In the following, view creation operations considering process attributes are presented:
Attribute Reduction Operation: View creation operation ReduceAttr(A.x) removes attribute A.x in the corresponding process view. For example, in Figure 10 attribute A.z is reduced when creating the respective process view. Generally, function ReduceAttr(A.x) may be applied to hide specific attributes from a user for privacy reasons [17] . Depending on the type of attributes to be aggregated, various transformation functions can be applied. For example, a transformation function aggregating activity execution states (i.e., VNS) has been introduced in Section 3.3. Table 2 summarizes transformation functions supported by proView. For example, function SUM adds numerical values of attributes returning their sum (cf. Figure 10 ).
Control Flow Aggregation Operations:
As aforementioned, when aggregating activities (e.g., using AggrSESE), their attributes need to be aggregated as well (cf. Figure 10 
ADVANCED VIEW CREATION CONCEPTS
To enable more complex view creation operations, the elementary operations presented in Section 3 may be combined. 
Parameterizable View Creation Operations
One major use case of our process view framework is process visualization. However, other use cases (e.g., process modeling) are covered as well. Thus, different requirements regarding the properties of the resulting view schema exist. In one of our case studies, in the automotive domain, for example, we have shown that for the visualization of large process models minor inconsistencies or information loss will be tolerated by the users as long as an appropriate visualization can be obtained for them. Opposed to this, inconsistencies will not be accepted if process updates based on views shall be enabled [16] .
To deal with these varying requirements, proView expands single-aspect operations with a parameter set. This allows specifying the properties of the resulting view schema. The parameters of operation AggregateCF, for example, are summarized in Table 3 ; e.g., when aggregating activities directly succeeding an ANDsplit (cf. Figure 6e ) and requiring state-consistency of the resulting view AggrAddBranch has to be chosen (cf. Figure 11a ).
In certain cases, the specified parameters might be too strict; i.e., no elementary view operations exist to realize the desired properties. We provide two strategies for addressing such scenarios. The first one subdivides the set of activities until elementary operations can be applied and the desired properties be ensured. The second strategy expands the activity set to achieve this. Regarding reduction, in turn, view generation is always possible due to the way activity sets are split into single activities and the application of RedActivity. Figure 11 illustrates the use of the single-aspect operation AggregateCF. It depicts a process schema together with the set of activities to be aggregated. The view operation analyzes the structure of the activities and determines which elementary operation shall be applied. If the application of these operations results in a view schema complying with the properties defined by the desired parameters (dependencies, execution states ), it is applied as shown in Figure 11a . If parameter strategy forces us to process the set of activities as it is, and an appropriate operation cannot be found, view generation is aborted with an error message. Figure 11b shows the result we obtain when expanding the activity set to be aggregated to the minimum SESE-block that contains all activities to be aggregated. Note that this strategy has Figure 11 . Views Depending on Quality Parameters been proposed in literature as well [22, 23] . Generally, for visualization purposes it is not always acceptable to aggregate activities originally not contained in the aggregation set. Figure 11cd can be derived by subdividing the set of activities to be aggregated. This is done stepwise: First, all connected fragments are identified (cf. Figure 11c) . If the aggregation of these fragments does not meet the required properties, the fragments are further subdivided until each subset constitutes a SESE (cf. Figure 11d) .
Altogether, parameterization of view operations significantly increases the flexibility of our view creation approach. Further, it allows defining exactly the view properties to be preserved. Considering reduction, a parameterization at the level of single-aspect operations is not useful since reduction of a complex set of activities can be realized by calling RedActivity repeatedly as explained in Section 3.1.
A Leveled Operational Approach for Realizing Views
So far, we have presented a set of elementary and singleaspect view creation operations. Additionally, proView offers high-level operations hiding as much complexity from end-users as possible. As configuration parameter, the singleaspect view operations take the sets of activities to be reduced or aggregated, and then determine appropriate elementary operations. What is still needed are view operations allowing for a predicate-based specification of the respective activity sets. Besides, operations with built-in intelligence are useful, e.g. "show only the activities of a particular user role".
To meet these requirements, proView organizes view operations into four layers (cf. Figure 12 ). Thereby, high-level operations may access lower-level ones. For defining a view, operations from all layers can be used. 
Figure 12. Multi-Layer View Operations
Elementary operations are designed for a specific ordering of the selected activity set within the process schema (cf. Section 3). Single-aspect operations receive a set of activities as input to be processed. They analyze the structure of the activities in the process schema and select the appropriate elementary operations based on the chosen parameterization. In turn, multi-aspect operations consider elements of different type (e.g., activities, data elements) and delegate their processing to single-aspect operations. High-level operations abstract from the aggregations or reductions neccessary to build a particular view: AggrExecutedPart only shows those parts of the process schema, that still may be executed, and aggregates already finished activities. Figure 13 shows an example illustrating the way high-level operation AggrExecutedPart is translated into a combination of single-aspect and elementary operations, respectively. In a first step, all activities with completed and skipped execution states are determined (i.e., activites A, B, C, E, H, and I). Based on this activity set AggregateCF with the following parameter settings is applied: strategy=as-is, states=default, and dependencies=default (cf. Section 4.1). Finally, in the resulting process view the execution states are set. Another high-level operation, ShowMyActivities, extracts exactly those parts of a process model the user is involved in. Figure 14 shows an example of applying this operation to create a personalized process view for user U1. Operation ShowMyActivities first determines all activities the selected user U1 is not involved in and reduces them. Finally, refactoring operations are applied to simplify the control-flow.
Initial Process

High-level Operation:
Reduce({C,D,E,F,I,J,K, N,P,J})
Multi-Aspect Operation:
Initial Process 1. Note that proView supports additional operations at the different levels to cover data flow and attributes as well; e.g., to handle adjacent data elements when aggregating activities (remove, aggregate, or maintain) [16, 20] .
2.
EVALUATION
The proView framework presented in this paper has been implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype in a client-server application. This prototype enables users to simultaneously create and change process models based on process views [24, 25] . Overall, the proView prototype demonstrates the applicability of our framework (cf. Figure 15 ).
Figure 15. Proof-of-Concept Prototype
We further applied this prototype in an industry project, e.g., to visualize the order handling process of a mid-sized company for different user groups. This process consists of 56 activities and involves six different user roles. In the top right, Figure 15 shows this process; on the bottom right, an automatically generated view of an involved electrical-electronic engineer is displayed. This view is generated through high-level operation ShowMyActivities.
We automatically created views for each involved user measuring the complexity of the resulting view schemas based on well-known process metrics, i.e., number of activities, number of gateways, and McCabe metric measuring the complexity of the control flow schema [26, 27] . The results are depicted in Table 4 . The first row shows the metrics for the initial process model Order Process. In the rows below, calculated metrics of the automatically generated views for user roles clerk, accountant, electrical-electronic engineer, mechanical engineer, and project manager are listed. As it can be seen, when providing personalized process views to users, process complexity can be reduced for them. In the given scenario, the number of activities is reduced to 2-17 depending on the respective view, i.e., to 3%-30% of the initial process model. Furthermore, the number of gateways decreases from initially 14 to 0-2 gateways, i.e., the resulting personalized process views have at most one branching (i.e., one split and join gateway). Finally, McCabe metric for control flow complexity is between 0 and 2 in the process views, which is a significant decrease. The calculated metrics show that process model size as well as complexity is decreased in the process views.
Overall, this evaluation has shown promising results. In particular, it becomes easier for process participants to understand those process aspects relevant for them.
RELATED WORK
IEEE 1471 recommends user-specific viewpoints for software architectures [28] . These viewpoints are templates from which individual views are created for a concrete software architecture. Since this standard does not define any methods, tools or processes, proView could provide a powerful framework in the context of PAIS. [29] introduces a meta model for views and shows a general overview of process view patterns. However, no implementation is provided. Some view creation approaches deal with inter-organizational processes and apply views to create abstractions of private processes hiding sensitive process parts [30, 9, 31, 32] . In particular, views are specified by the designer.
[8] presents an approach with predefined view types (i.e. human tasks, collaboration view). As opposed to proView, it is limited to the specified view types and it is not possible to define user-specific views. [33] applies graph reduction to verify structural properties of process schemas. proView ac-complishes this via aggregation and respective high-level operations. [34] uses SPQR-tree decomposition for abstracting process models. This approach neither provides high-level abstractions nor does it take other process aspects (e.g. data flow) into account.
[35] determines semantic similarity between activities by analysing the structural information of a process model. The discovered similarity is used to abstract the given process model. However, the approach neither distinguish between different user perspectives on a process model nor does it provide concepts to manually create process views.
An approach for creating aggregated views is presented in [36] . It proposes a two-phase procedure for aggregating parts of a process model that must not be shown to public. However, this approach focuses on block-structured graphs and neither considers data flow nor attributes are considered. Implementations of process views focusing on process monitoring are presented in [37, 38] . These approaches focus on the mapping of run-time information to process views.
Respective views have to be pre-specified manually by the designer.
Several approaches exist that align business process models with technical workflow models [39, 40, 41, 42] and to synchronize them with changes. However, neither an automated synchronization of changes nor high-level operations are provided. In this context, proView supports high-level operations to automatically create and update both business and technical process models [25] . An approach enabling abstractions of large, object-centric process structures is presented in [43] . In particular, state abstractions and coordination components are used to visualize (and execute) process structures.
The proView project provides a holistic framework for usercentric view creation based on elementary as well as highlevel operations. Thereby, the behaviour and information perspectives are taken into account. Additionally, it considers run-time information. None of the existing approaches covers all these aspects. Furthermore, existing approaches for creating views are based on rigid constraints not taking practical requirements into account. For example, our first design of a visualization-oriented view mechanism was based on reduction and aggregation techniques for blockstructured process graphs [20] . Presenting this solution to business users, however, we figured out that block-structured aggregation does not always meet the practical requirements coming with the visualization of large processes. For this reason, proView allows to flexibly specify the acceptable degree of imprecision. A validation of proView was conducted, where users are confronted with with complex, long-running development processes [20] .
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We introduced the proView framework and its formal foundation. Further, high-level view creation operations provide the required flexibility since process schemas can be adapted to specific user groups. Reduction operations provide techniques hiding irrelevant parts of the process, whereas aggregation operations allow abstracting from process details by aggregating arbitrary sets of activities in one node. Finally, parameterization of the respective operations allows specifying the quality level the resulting view schema must comply with. This enables adaptable process visualization not feasible with existing approaches. We have implemented large parts of the described view mechanism in a prototype and evaluated it in the context of an industry project. For usability reasons, it is important to provide appropriate methods for defining and maintaining process views. Therefore, we have designed and implemented a comprehensive set of useroriented, high-level operations as well as on a view definition language. Both will be evaluated in a user experiment.
